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Preface
Welcome to SourceCon’s guide to the wonderful world of
Chrome extensions. This is our 24th installment in what will be
an ongoing series of short books on Chrome extensions. Each
month, this digital book will introduce you to eight Chrome extensions.

Each extension will be broken down by title, where to find it
and of course, how to use it. Each extension (the good, the bad
and even the ugly) will be dissected and closely examined. A
ranking system will be added to each extension with five
thumbs-up noting the highest rating, and zero for the extensions to avoid. Ease of use, ease of installment, provided results, and placement is all factored into the rating system. Keep
in mind new extensions are added almost every day, and old
ones are expiring just as quickly. At the time of publication,
each extension in this book is alive, doing well and helping us to
better source candidates.
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About Chrome and Chrome Extensions
Google Chrome is a web browser developed by Google. It is fast, simple and very secure to
use. There are three different versions of Chrome.

Chrome – For everyday users

Canary – Designed for developers
Chromium – Open source version

This e-book will focus on extensions and applications specially designed for Chrome. Google
Chrome is ideal for its ability to sync its settings, bookmarks, extensions, and add-ons. With
Chrome, you can log into it on any computer and within minutes have all your extensions, add
-ons, bookmarks, passwords, etc. right there ready to go.

Installing Chrome is easy and simple. Just click install and follow the directions for any other
program. Once installed go to the about tab in settings and make sure you have all the updates and then enjoy.

Chrome extensions are mini-programs that can add the capability to your usage within the
web browser. You can find many of these extensions within the Chrome Store, which is located at the bottom of the extensions tab in your Chrome settings.

Settings can be found by clicking on the three lines in the upper right corner of your browser.
Once you are in your settings, you will also see the option to check a box called “Developer
Mode.” Check this box as this will give you the option to update your extensions manually.
Not all extensions automatically update, so having this option is huge.
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Chrome Web Store Launcher
If you are going to begin your venture into the “Wonderful World of Chrome Extensions,” you have to start with the Chrome Web Store Launcher. Once installed it will
place a clickable picture on your ribbon allowing you to open and search the store without wasting the time of going through the setting.

The picture below shows the ribbon, the web store picture and what it looks like when
you open it. With this extension downloaded, its time to download more extensions for
efficient sourcing.
The Good: One stop shopping for Chrome Extensions and Applications.
The Bad: There isn’t an effective way to organize them from newest to oldest.

The Ugly: Search is not accurate or reliable.
Final Verdict:

Productivity
People
Miscellaneous
Aggregator

Swordfish
Swordfish is one of my favorite new tools. The reason is, it does something
that a lot of other contact finding tools does not do, or they don’t do well.
This tool finds phone numbers and has shown it is about 90% accurate. Also,
it works on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook with more coming. Also, unlike other
tools where you get charged a credit for each piece of contact info you want,
Swordfish charges you one credit for everything. Below, you see what it fines.

The Good: This is a great extension, works really, really well. Finds emails,
phone and social sites.

The Bad: Not much other than cant wait for it to work on other sites.
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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DiG
DiG is an excellent scraping tool that is virtually automatic. It works on
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Product Hunt. You identify the information you want
from social sites. For Facebook, it is either page likes, group members, or
event guests. For LinkedIn, it is a group member, and for Product Hunt, it is
upvoters. You type in your email and do something else. When the scrape is
done, you will get an email with the results. Below is how you would start it
in a Facebook group search.

The Good: Great easy to use scraper, that is quick.
The Bad: Needs to work on other sites to, like GitHub, Twitter etc. Also it
would be nice in LinkedIn if you could do it without being a member of the
group
The Ugly: N/A
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Auto Copy
Auto Copy is a great tool that automatically copies selected text, URLs, and
saves it to your clipboard. It has a plethora of options such as alert copy, remove, enable, always copy, blacklist, and more. So basically unlike how you
do it now where you highlight the text and then click copy. With Auto Copy,
all you do is highlight the text and it is automatically copied. See blow.

The Good: So this extension provides a lot of great additions to LinkedIn.

The Bad: It has a lot of added stuff and it sometimes gets in the way.
The Ugly: It does change the LinkedIn UI which can get you into trouble.
Final Verdict:
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SEARCH Investigative and Forensic Toolbar
SEARCH Investigative and Forensic Toolbar is a great tool that gives you quick
instant access to a plethora of OSINT orientated tools and sites. These tools
and sites include; WHOIS, Zaba Search, Spokeo, Pipl, Phone snoop, Twitter
user comparison, and much more. Click on the icon in the ribbon, and you
get the below.

Good: It does indeed provide quick access to the tools and sites listed, some
of which are good for recruiters and sourcers to use.
The Bad: About half of the sites most recruiters and sourcers don’t need.
The Ugly: NA

Final Verdict:
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Apollo.io
Apollo.io is a contact finding tool. It works in LinkedIn, Gmail, Salesforce, and
company website to provide more info. You can send messages, save to a list,
you can even download search results, and more, what you do is click on the
icon in the ribbon and then navigate to a profile, and you see the below.

The Good: It does allow for search result grabbing, and finds a lot of information. It does not interfere with the LinkedIn UI.

The Bad: While it does not mess with the LinkedIn UI, I don’t like the way it
moves everything to the left and make sit smaller.
The Ugly: You can only get full capability using a work Gmail email address.

Final Verdict:
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uVPN - free and unlimited VPN for everyone
uVPN - free and unlimited VPN for everyone is a VPN (Virtual Private Network).
A VPN helps to mask your IP Address; this can allow you to see sites you would
not usually be able to see and help protect you from being tracked. Click the
icon in the ribbon, pick a country push the button and you are good to go, see
below.

The Good: The tool is quick and easy, requires no set up and does the job.

The Bad: I wish it rotated IP every so often.
The Ugly: NA
Final Verdict:
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Free Email Hunter
Free Email Hunter is a tool that can do a few things. First, it can extract emails
from a page or site, or sites as it can grab form multiple websites as you
browse the internet. You can set it to auto search as you hit a page or website
and to either keep all emails or only the ones from the site you are on. See
below.

The Good: This tool everything an email scraping tool should. It can collect
form one page or site or many. It allows you to download the emails, clear or
copy.
The Bad: It would be nice if it cross referenced the email like email Qualifier
does. If it did it might be my first 5 star tool.

The Ugly: NA
Final Verdict:
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LeadVantage
LeadVantage is an email finding tool that uses keywords to find valid emails. It
will list the emails and the URL they are from. You can generate email leads by
using first and last name and domain like Gmail, or work domain; it only returns
emails that have been validated. You can verify emails also as well as scrape
emails from web pages as you visit them. Oh, and did I mention its FREE?! See
below for an example.

The Good: N/A

The Bad: N/A
The Ugly: N/A
Final Verdict:
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